
MAINTENANCE LIST 2059 

The following is not an exhaustive list. For illustrative purposes only, we hereby notify that the unit 

requires the following maintenance: 

 

SAFETY ASSURANCE WORK 

Maintenance work to be done to insure safety conditions of the unit in the current state of use: 

- Safety certificate validity to be verified 

- Vcc Vca system complete check 

- MM.PP and Aux generator batteries efficiency must be verified (due to the downtime period) 

- Sea water intakes, outlets, and related safety valves 

- Safety installations must be renewed, integrated, and/or replaced (the firefighting system must be 

revised) 

 

FUNCTIONAL ANOMALIES AND/OR RELATED RESTORATION WORK 

Maintenance works to be done to verify and solve all the critical functional anomalies to insure total 

operativity to the unit for a sea trial: 

- Oxidation on anchor and chain 

- Oxidation on winch and windlass 

- Antifouling renewal 

- Bow thruster must be verified 

- Ordinary and extraordinary shaft lines (ferrules of stern tubes and brackets are degraded and zinc 

worn, traces of oxidation on propeller shafts) 

- Ordinary and extraordinary maintenance of MM.PP – complete check and quality label 

- Ordinary and extraordinary maintenance auxiliary generators – quality control label 

- Rust on macerator pump 

- Ends of engine ground leads oxidized 

- Bilge cleaning and sanitization 

- Wheelhouse oxidized and degraded 

- Battery charger check 

- Appliances check 

- Onboard equipment checks (equipment degraded) 

 

AESTHETICAL/FUNCTIONAL ANOMALIES AND/OR RELATED RESTORATION WORK 

Restoration of anomalies that do not compromise the operativity of the unit: 

- Super structure “tuna” missing 

- Onboard steels and small parts oxidized and opacified 

- Entertainment devices missing 

- Silicone sealings dry or degraded 

 

 



OTHER AESTHETICAL/FUNCTIONAL ANOMALIES AND/OR RELATED RESTORATION WORK 

Restoration of anomalies that do not compromise the operativity and that improve the economic value of 

the unit: 

- Matt sanding hull and super structure 

- Stern platform and deck teak degraded 

- Pillows in cockpit dirty and degraded 

- Bridge sittings upholstery fabric dirty and degraded 

- Lower deck carpet and coating dirty 

 

 

 

 

 

 


